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AMERICA in the WORLD
A History of U.S. Diplomacy and Foreign Policy

By Robert B. Zoellick
Ranging from Benjamin Franklin, Alexander Hamilton, and Thomas Jefferson to
Henry Kissinger, Ronald Reagan, and James Baker, AMERICA IN THE WORLD
tells the vibrant story of American diplomacy.

Madeleine Albright, former U.S. Secretary of State
"AMERICA IN THE WORLD is a highly accessible and
engaging history of U.S. diplomacy written by one of the
country's smartest and most capable foreign policy practitioners.
Robert Zoellick understands better than most how inseparable
America’s fate is from the rest of the world, and that timely
lesson shines through the pages of this book."

Hank Paulson, former U.S. Secretary of the Treasury
"A seminal work that is groundbreaking, historically insightful,
and entertaining in a way that will appeal to scholars and general
readers alike.”

Walter Isaacson, #1 New York Times bestselling author
"So sweeping and insightful that it will revive the art of
diplomatic history."

"AMERICA IN THE WORLD is a wonderful read, one that reflects the pragmatism of an
experienced practitioner, the painstaking research of a serious scholar, the trained eye of a
historian, and the judiciousness of thinking that has distinguished the best episodes in America's
foreign policy—and Bob Zoellick's contributions to them."
― General David Petraeus (US Army, Ret.), former Commander of the Surge in Iraq, US
Central Command, and Coalition Forces in Afghanistan, and former Director of the CIA
"Few people understand statecraft or have practiced it as adroitly as Robert Zoellick. As we
march into the uncertain future of a multipolar world, Zoellick successfully argues that this
tradition will be critical for the country to maintain its place on the world stage."
― James A. Baker, III, 61st U.S. Secretary of State
"An outstanding history of US foreign policy by one of its leading practitioners. Zoellick grasps
the essence of the debates over America's role in the world, and shows the constant interaction
between global developments and the approaches of US policymakers. It is a diplomatic history
for the 21st century, grounded in the practical lessons of centuries past."
— O.A. Westad, Yale University
"A masterful survey of American diplomacy, its practitioners, and its traditions."
― Ambassador William J. Burns, President, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
and former Deputy Secretary of State

"With the unique insight of a practitioner-scholar, Robert Zoellick takes readers through the
riveting story of America's distinctive statecraft from Ben Franklin to Trump."
― Graham Allison, bestselling author of Destined for War and Douglas Dillon Professor of
Government, Harvard Kennedy School
"An extraordinary contribution to the history of American foreign policy, told from the
perspective of a wise and pragmatic practitioner. A great read."
― Joseph S. Nye, author of Do Morals Matter? Presidents and Foreign Policy from FDR to Trump
" Unlike many other sweeping works of history, Zoellick puts his subjects -- rather than theories or
frameworks -- at the center of his book, using stories to both captivate his reader and illuminate
meaningful trends in American diplomacy."
― Meghan L. O'Sullivan, Jeane Kirkpatrick Professor of the Practice of International Affairs
and author of Windfall
"[A] well-researched, well-written, and at times deeply passionate examination of America's role
in the world."
― Andrew Roberts, author of Churchill: Walking with Destiny
"AMERICA IN THE WORLD is a sweeping history of U.S. foreign policy, from the founding
fathers to the present day. Insightful, provocative, non-ideological and pragmatic, Bob Zoellick
skillfully distills the lessons of history and the essential traditions of American diplomacy. A
must-read for foreign policy makers and watchers alike."
— Michèle Flournoy, co-founder and managing partner of WestExec Advisors, former undersecretary of defense (2009-2012)

ABOUT THE BOOK
Recounting the actors and events of U.S. foreign policy, Robert B. Zoellick identifies five
traditions that have emerged from America's encounters with the world: the importance of
North America; the special roles trading, transnational, and technological relations play in
defining ties with others; changing attitudes toward alliances and ways of ordering
connections among states; the need for public support, especially through Congress; and the
belief that American policy should serve a larger purpose. These traditions frame a closing
review of post-Cold War presidencies, which Zoellick foresees serving as guideposts for the
future.
Both a sweeping work of history and an insightful guide to U.S. diplomacy past and
present, AMERICA IN THE WORLD (On-Sale: August 4) serves as an informative
companion and practical adviser to readers seeking to understand the strategic and
immediate challenges of U.S. foreign policy during an era of transformation.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Robert B. Zoellick has served as Deputy Secretary, Under Secretary, and Counselor of the State
Department; Ambassador and U.S. Trade Representative; Counselor to the Secretary of the Treasury;
Deputy Chief of Staff at the White House; and President of the World Bank. His experience spans six U.S.
Presidencies-during the Cold War, in its closing chapter, and into the first decades of the 21stCentury.
Zoellick is now a Senior Fellow at the Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs at Harvard
University's Kennedy School of Government, where he contributes to the "Applied History" project.
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